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  MX
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Track C - Knowledge Systems for Coalition Operations

Jeff Bradshaw            Institute for Human & Machine Cognition       USA
Michal Pěchouček         Czech Technical University in Prague          CZ
Niranjan Suri            University of West Florida                   USA
Austin Tate              University of Edinburgh                          UK
Scott Fouse              ISX Corporation                              USA
Nort Fowler              Air Force Research Laboratory                   USA
Vladimir Gorodetski       St. Petersburg Institute for Informatics and Automation, RAS RU
Jan Jelinek              Honeywell                                    USA
Vijay Kowtha             Office of Naval Research                        USA
James Lawton             Air Force Research Laboratory                    USA
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Martin Rehák              Czech Technical University in Prague             CZ

Special Session R - Role-Based Collaboration

Haibin Zhu               Nipissing University                           CAN
Giacomo Cabri            Universita di Modena                          IT

Special Session S - Autonomic and Situation-Aware Communication Services

Fabio Bellifemine        Telecom Italia                              IT